ABSTRACT PageRank has been widely used for the problem of evaluating the importance of data in many applications, such as Web science, information systems, and social network analysis. As vast amounts of data generate, the development of efficient PageRank computation is a vibrant area of contemporary research. In this paper, we propose a fast PageRank computation method based on network decomposition and the structure of directed acyclic graph (DAG). A network decomposition technique is first introduced to decompose the original network into three parts, including a general sub-network and two sub-DAGs. Based on the acyclic characteristic, we demonstrate that these two sub-DAGs can be theoretically lumped into two single nodes by a similarity transformation. Then, the PageRank problem on the original network is transformed into a PageRank problem on a much smaller network, and the full PageRank vector can be easily recovered from the result of new problem. As the time taken by the estimation of PageRank is directly proportional to the network size, the proposed method achieves an improved time complexity and is more efficient as the size of two sub-DAGs increases. Experimental results on real data sets show that our method provides a significant speedup compared with existing alternatives.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many information systems are modeled as complex networks, where nodes represent the data objects and edges specify the relationships among them. Problems, such as finding the most influencing node or top-K influential nodes in a network, arise in plenty of data mining applications including information retrieval [1] , [2] , literature analysis [3] - [5] , and recommendation systems [6] . Many different methods have been studied to address these problems by estimating the overall importance of nodes and ranking as per their importance score [7] - [10] . Among those, PageRank is one of the most popular measures, due to its successful application in search engine and clear theoretical foundation.
The development of methods for efficient PageRank computation is a vibrant area of contemporary research. The representative algorithm is the power method, which stands out for the stable and reliable performance [11] . However, as an iterative algorithm, the power method calculates the PageRank values of all nodes in each of its iterations. Hence its application to large networks can take a considerable time to yield results, such as web graph and citation network.
Another drawback of the power method is the indeterminate convergence time, closely depending on the structure of network itself and the prescribed parameters [12] , [13] .
Many studies aim to accelerate the PageRank computation to remedy the shortcomings of the power method [14] , [15] . The extrapolation method reduces the computation cost via periodically subtracting off the estimates of nonprincipal eigenvectors in the iteration [16] - [18] . The adaptive method speeds up the algorithm with no recomputation for the converged PageRank values, according to the discovery that the convergence pattern of all PageRank values has a nonuniform distribution [19] . The distributed randomized algorithms are proposed based on the multi-agent consensus [20] , [21] , and there also exist some advanced numerical computation methods [22] , [23] .
Besides, some researchers paid attention to some special kind of nodes in a network to reduce the size of system solved by iterative computation. Ipsen and Selee [24] lumped the dangling nodes in a network to improve the performance. Lin et al. [25] improved the above method by lumping two classes of nodes, including dangling nodes and weakly dangling nodes, which only reach to dangling nodes. Based on that, Yu et al. [26] gave a unified presentation of a few lumping methods for the PageRank computation. In addition, Langville and Meyer [27] proposed a reordered PageRank algorithm, followed by Bu and Huang [28] who introduced an adaptive reordered method for further speedup.
The existing methods are primarily based on the iterative process which demands a set of iterations to converge. Considering the scope of the PageRank problem, reducing even a handful of iterations is praiseworthy. This paper introduces a method for fast PageRank computation based on network decomposition and DAG (directed acyclic graph) structures, which is essentially distinguished from other methods. We firstly decompose the original network into three parts, including two sub-DAGs and a general subnetwork. Owe to the acyclic characteristic of DAGs, such as food web [29] and disease network [30] , [31] , it is feasible to lump two sub-DAGs into two single nodes respectively. Accordingly, the final PageRank is obtained by solving problem on a much smaller network, leading to a great reduction of the iteration cost.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we provide an overview of the concepts of PageRank. Section III presents the proposed method for fast PageRank computation together with its characteristics. The experiments and case-study are included in section IV. Concluding remarks can be found in section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
PageRank was originally proposed to rank web pages by assigning an importance score for each page [2] . The basic idea is that the importance of any page in the web graph is in relation to the quantity and the quality of the pages linking to it. Specifically, the importance score of one web page depends on two aspects: the number of its incoming hyperlinks and the importance scores of web pages linking to it.
Assume a web graph is represented as a directed network G = (V , E), where V = {1, 2, . . . , n} with n ∈ N is the set of nodes representing pages, and E = {(i, j)| node i points to j; i, j ∈ V } is the set of edges as hyperlinks. A = (a ij ) is the adjacency matrix of G such that a ij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. Let B i = {j|(j, i) ∈ E} is the set of parent nodes, and F i = {j|(i, j) ∈ E} is the set of child nodes of node i respectively. Then the PageRank value p i of node i is formalized as below,
The matrix form of the above iterative definition is following,
where p = [p 1 , . . . , p n ] T is the PageRank vector, and
) is the initial transition matrix.
If there are no out-links from node i, namely |F i | = 0, the transition matrix P does not satisfy the necessary condition being row-stochastic. These nodes are dangling nodes, which lead to a computation problem for PageRank. The most popular remedy is uniformly connecting dangling nodes to all nodes [12] , namely
where v = [1/n, . . . , 1/n] T is the teleportation vector, and c = [c 1 , . . . , c n ] T in which c i is 1 if i is a dangling node and 0 otherwise.
In addition, another possible problem is that some loops may result in the rank sink in a network [11] . Considering two nodes i and j that are pointing to each other only, while node k is pointing to node i. Then during the computation process, the PageRank values would be accumulated in this loop only, and never distributed to other nodes as there are no out-links to other nodes. The remedy for this problem of rank silk is analogous to the modification for dangling nodes, and the final transition matrix P is as below,
where 0 < d < 1 is the damping factor and e = [1, . . . , 1] T .
This transformation retains the row-stochastic property of the transition matrix. Finally, the PageRank vector is the solution of the following eigenvector problem,
The definition of PageRank can be described as a random walk model [32] : a walker starts at a uniformly chosen random node, 1) from the dangling node, it teleports to a random node; 2) from other node, it follows a uniformly selected outlinks with probability d, or teleports to a random node with probability 1 − d. The PageRank value eventually means the probability the walker visiting each node. Besides the uniform vector, the teleportation vector v can be any nonnegative vector with ||v|| 1 = 1, known as the personalization vector in many applications [33] - [35] . The proposed method in this paper is appropriate to any form of the teleportation vector.
III. FAST PAGERANK
There are many real systems modeled by directed networks, such as web graphs, biological networks, and social networks [36] - [39] . Besides the cycles, there also exist some sub-DAGs in these networks, especially the web graphs with the bowtie structure. The intuition behind our method is that, this special structure of sub-DAGs can minimize the number of nodes, whose PageRank values need to be iteratively computed. More specifically, if we can decompose the sub-DAGs from the whole network and transform the original PageRank problem into a smaller one, the cost for iterative computation would be largely reduced such that improving the efficiency of PageRank estimation. Fig.1 shows the framework of our proposed fast PageRank method. In this section, we firstly explain the network decomposition mechanism, then describe FIGURE 1. The flowchart of Fast PageRank. The whole process is divided into network decomposition, network transformation, and PageRank computation and recovery. The original network is decomposed into three parts, including two sub-DAGs and one general sub-network. Then, two sub-DAGs are lumped into two nodes respectively based on a similarity transformation, such that the original network is transformed into a much smaller one. Finally, PageRank on this small network is computed and used to recover the original PageRank.
how to transform the original PageRank problem into a smaller one, and recover the result of the original problem. Finally, the algorithm analysis is provided.
A. NETWORK DECOMPOSITION
Same as section II, we denote a general directed network as G = (V , E). For ∀i, j ∈ V , if there is a path that leads from i to j, we call that j is reachable from i. Specifically, if one node is reachable from itself, a cycle exists in the network. Now, we introduce a particular technique to decompose the original network into three parts, including two sub-DAGs and one general sub-network.
As aforementioned, the nodes without out-links are dangling nodes in a network, and as [26] states, the nodes without in-links are referred to as unreferenced nodes. In the adjacency matrix A, the rows corresponding to dangling nodes are 0 T rows, and the columns corresponding to unreferenced nodes are 0 columns. Moreover, if some nodes are isolated, namely both dangling nodes and unreferenced nodes, we regard them as the dangling nodes to simplify the description. By permuting the rows and columns of A, we can achieve the goal that all 0 T rows are at the bottom of A and all 0 columns are at the left of A, namely
whereĀ represents the links among nodes that are neither dangling nodes nor unreferenced nodes. The matrixĀ can be regarded as an adjacency matrix of a sub-network in G, thus there may exist 0 T rows and 0 columns, that is, the sub-network also contains dangling nodes and unreferenced nodes. Likewise, we permuteĀ with the above strategy that setting all 0 T rows at bottom and all 0 columns at left, namely we separate the dangling nodes and unreferenced nodes of the sub-network corresponding toĀ. This process of locating zero rows and columns can be repeated recursively on the smaller and smaller middle submatrices, until there are no zero rows and columns. Eventually, the adjacency matrix A is rearranged as below,
where A 11 and A 33 are strictly upper triangle matrices. Finally, all nodes in the network G are sorted into three classes: n 1 nodes corresponding to A 11 are the unreferenced nodes in all middle sub-matrices, denoted as general unreferenced nodes; n 2 nodes corresponding to A 22 are the core nodes; and n 3 nodes corresponding to A 33 are general dangling nodes containing the dangling nodes in all middle sub-matrices (n 1 + n 2 + n 3 = n). Due to the above recursive permutation, both A 11 and A 33 are strictly upper triangle matrices, and their corresponding sub-networks are DAGs. Therefore, the above process decomposes the original network into two sub-DAGs and one general sub-network. Moreover, this decomposition is optimal, since there are no dangling nodes and unreferenced nodes in the sub-network corresponding to A 22 . The transition matrix P of (7) has following structure,
where P 11 and P 33 are also two strictly upper triangle matrices. Algorithm 1 depicts our network decomposition algorithm in detail. Inspired by the citation network where each article has an attribute as the published time, we artificially assign a time attribute t i for each node to observe the possible link relations among nodes. Our algorithm searches all edges related to general unreferenced nodes and general dangling nodes, which is much smaller than |E|. In the algorithm, r i is an indicator counting the total times that node i has been visited. When r i is equal to the in/out-degree of a general unreferenced/dangling node i, all its in/out-links have been visited and t i would not be updated later. The algorithm ensures that for ∀i, j ∈ V u , t i < t j if (i, j) ∈ E, and for
Then we can compare any pair of nodes by their time attributes, which extends V u and V d to the totally ordered sets. After sorting nodes in V u in ascending order and nodes in V d in descending order by their time attributes, the adjacency matrix is formed as (7).
Algorithm 1 Network Decomposition
Input: V , the set of nodes; E, the set of edges. Output: V u , general unreferenced nodes; V c , center nodes;
B. FAST PAGERANK COMPUTATION
Based on the above network decomposition, we introduce a method to accelerate the PageRank computation. Our solution allows to transform the original PageRank problem into a PageRank problem on a much smaller network, then recover the results for the original problem. It minimizes the number of nodes whose PageRank values need to be iteratively computed. In order to achieve our goal, we first show that the PageRank problem introduced in section II is equivalent to a corresponding linear system [27] , [28] .
Theorem 1: Given a PageRank problem with the damping factor d, the teleportation vector v, and the initial transition matrix P. The estimation of PageRank by the eigenvector problem p T P = p T with p T e = 1 is equivalent to the linear system x T (I − dP) = u T with v = u/u T e, and normalizing x to sum to 1, that is p = x/x T e.
Proof: According to (5), p T = p T P = dp T (P + cv T )
Since c = [c 1 , . . . , c n ] T indicates which nodes are the dangling nodes, hence c = e−Pe. Under condition p = x/x T e, we have
The equation has been proved. Imagining the PageRank values as traffics flowing along the edges in a network [40] , they will keep a stationary state when the incoming traffic for each node is equal to its out traffic, then the PageRank values are the steady traffics. Regarding the DAG in Fig.2 , the ancestor nodes of any node cannot overlap with its descendent nodes, and the traffic of one node can only flow to its descendant nodes without flowing circularly. That is, the PageRank value of one node only depends on its ancestor nodes in DAGs. This property is beneficial to lump two sub-DAGs corresponding to P 11 and P 33 in (8) into two single nodes, such that reducing the network size of PageRank problem. 
being n 2 × 1, and v T 3 being n 3 × 1, consistently with the network decomposition result, we define a matrix of order n 2 + 2,
where
The matrixP is row-stochastic except for the last 0 T row. Therefore, it can be regarded as an initial transition matrix VOLUME 6, 2018 of a PageRank problem on a networkḠ containing n 2 + 2 nodes. Comparing P withP, we observe that the new network G is formed by lumping the general unreferenced nodes and general dangling nodes in G, as well as adjusting the weights of corresponding edges. Theorem 2 presents our major conclusion which demonstrates this lumping process via a similarity transformation, and provides an expression for the original PageRank vector p T in terms of the result of a PageRank problem onḠ. 
, where
Proof: According to the network decomposition result (8) and Theorem 1, the original PageRank problem is equivalent to the linear system x T (I − dP) = v T , namely 
Define a similarity transformation matrix S by
] without loss of generality. Their inverse matrices are L
= I n 3 +êe T . Then we achieve the similarity transformation for Q by S.
Due to the similarity transformation, the matrix Q 1 is row-stochastic of order n 2 + 2 with the same nonzero eigenvalues as Q . Further, Q 1 is a modified transition matrix of the PageRank problem with u T , d, and initial transition matrix (9) P =   u T 1 P 11 e h T (P 11 eu T 2 + P 12 ) h T (P 11 eu T 3 + P 13 )e 0 P 22 P 23 e 0 0 0   Finally, we transform the original PageRank problem on a network G with n nodes into the problem on a smaller networkḠ with n 2 + 2 nodes.
In the following, we show how to derive the original PageRank vector by this smaller problem. Assume π is the PageRank vector ofP with u T and d, namely π T Q 1 = π T , then the vector [0, π T , π T Q 2 ] is an eigenvector for SQ S −1 associated with the eigenvalue 1. Due to the similarity transformation, Q has the same nonzero eigenvalues as Q 1 . Hence, [0, π T , π T Q 2 ]S is an eigenvector of Q with the eigenvalue 1, and a multiple of the stationary distribution σ T of Q . By the following derivation, [0, π T , π T Q 2 ]Se=1, thus we express σ T = [0, π T , π T Q 2 ]S. Return to the original partition as (7) which separates the leading n 1 elements and the last n 3 elements,
Regarding the trailing n 3 elements, we have
Since y T is a multiple of σ T and
Meanwhile, x T is a multiple of p T with p T e = 1, therefore the original PageRank vector is calculated by
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 2 shows that to compute the PageRank vector p T of the original network, we can solve a PageRank problem on a much smaller network, and then recover the PageRank vector p T based on (10). Since our focus is the relative PageRank values rather than the absolute ones, the process for normalization is usually unnecessary. The nonnormalized PageRank vector has good potential to make the PageRank values comparable across networks [41] , and is robust to the changes of network structure [42] .
Algorithm 2 depicts the fast PageRank computation based on Theorem 2. New teleportation vector u T and initial transition matrixP are first computed based on the network decomposition result. Then our algorithm solves the smaller PageRank problem onḠ by an iterative method. Since the new networkḠ is much smaller than the original one G, this process can save a large amount of operations per iteration. Finally, we recover the full PageRank vector. Except the iterative computation on new network, other operations are one-off. Two inverse matrices need to be computed, namely (I − dP 11 ) −1 and (I − dP 33 ) −1 . Since P 11 and P 33 are strictly upper triangle, I − dP 11 and I − dP 33 are two upper triangle matrices. Taking R = I −dP 11 for example, elements in the inverse matrix R −1 can be computed directly by backward substitution as follows, update π T approximate to the true PageRank vector ofP; 6) compute x T with (10); 7) return x T /x T e.
C. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
The proposed method consists of two different stages in the whole view. The first one is the network decomposition which separates all general unreferenced nodes and general dangling nodes, such that the adjacency matrix is formed as (7). Algorithm 1 assigns the time attributes to achieve this task. The second one is computing the PageRank vector based on Theorem 2. By lumping two sub-DAGs into two single nodes, we transform the PageRank problem on a smaller network. Our method leads to a large reduction of the iteration cost, and should be more competitive as the size of sub-DAGs increases.
As aforementioned, existing lumping methods also decompose part of nodes from the whole network. Compared with our method, earlier mentioned methods only focus on dangling nodes or weakly dangling nodes, and just one refers to unreferenced nodes [26] . With the network decomposition, our method takes all general dangling nodes and general unreferenced nodes into account, to decompose the DAG structures whose PageRank values can be directly computed. It is the extension of existing lumping methods, and much more efficient by reducing the original PageRank problem to a much smaller one.
To a certain extent, our method is also similar to the adaptive method for PageRank computation. The adaptive method indicates that the convergence rates of PageRank values have a nonuniform distribution, that is, some nodes converge to their true PageRank quickly, whereas others take a longer time to converge [19] . In our method, the PageRank values of general dangling nodes and general unreferenced nodes are recovered directly by the non-iterative process which are regarded as the fastest convergence, and others converge to their truth values by the iterative computation.
In the following, we analyze the time complexity of our method. We denote the number of nonzeros in a matrix P as nnz(P), which is also the number of edges in its corresponding network. The first stage is the network decomposition via algorithm 1. It only needs to traverse all edges related to general unreferenced nodes and general dangling nodes. Hence it needs nnz(P) − nnz(P 22 ) operations. Then, the PageRank is computed by algorithm 2, containing the iterative computation on a smaller network (step 3-5) and some one-off computations for transformation and recovery (step 1, 2, and 6). The cost of these one-off processes is about nnz(P) − nnz(P 22 ) operations, mainly depending on the number of nonzeros in P 11 , P 12 , P 13 , P 23 , and P 33 . Meanwhile, the PageRank solve on the smaller network requires O(nnz(P 22 )) operations with the power method [27] . Since the time cost of one-off steps is much smaller, the time complexity of fast PageRank computation is about O (nnz(P 22 ) ). Regarding the PageRank solve on the original network, it needs about O(nnz(P)) operations by the power method. Therefore, our method is much more timesaving and the speedup is nearly nnz(P)/nnz(P 22 ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments on different datasets to evaluate the efficiency of fast PageRank computation. As the extension of lumping methods, our method is compared with existing lumping methods firstly. Then, we compare our method with other state-of-the-art methods for further elaboration. Finally, we show an application on citation network. Without loss of generality, we use the uniform vector v, and the convergence tolerance is set to 10 −10 . Each method is operated 5 times on each dataset, and the average results are shown in the paper. All experiments are conducted on a HP computer with Intel(R) Xeon(R) processer with CPU 3.30GHz, and RAM 16GB, under the Windows 10 64 bit operating system.
A. COMPARISON WITH LUMPING METHOD
Our method and baselines are implemented with d = 0.85 on three web graphs, including wb-cs-Stanford matrix, Stanford matrix, and Wikipedia-20070206 matrix. These datasets are publicly available from the university of Florida sparse matrix collection [43] . For each matrix, we set the diagonal elements to be zero, and the final matrices are listed in Table 1 . Regarding our method, we use the power method to solve the smaller PageRank problem onḠ, denoted as Fast. Three existing lumping methods are implemented as contrast methods, including Lump2, Reorder, and Lump5. Meanwhile, two typical methods (Power and Jacobi) are also applied on the original network. Table 2 summarizes these six methods.
The evaluation metric is the computation time. For Power and Jacobi, the PageRank is computed only by the iterative computation on the whole matrix. Regarding other methods, there are two stages of the PageRank estimation. The first stage is the node reordering or network decomposition, and its time cost is t 1 . The second stage is computing the PageRank values containing the iterative computation for the smaller system, and the corresponding time is t 2 . Finally the total time cost is t = t 1 + t 2 seconds.
We first try to illustrate the reordering strategies or network decomposition in terms of Lump2, Reorder, Lump5, and Fast. Taking the wb-cs-Stanford matrix for example, Fig.3 shows the structures of the original matrix and those being reordered by these four methods. We observe that much more nodes whose PageRank values can be directly computed, are decomposed from the original matrix (the blank in the left and bottom in each figure) . Indeed, the size of the original matrix is 9914, hence Power and Jacobi have to solve a system of size 9914×9914. If the matrix is lumped based on Lump2, one needs to iteratively solve a 6951×6951 system for PageRank. Similarly, Reorder needs to iteratively solve a 6391×6391 system, and Lump5 needs to iteratively solve a 6341×6341 system. As the extension of these methods, Fast computes the result by solving a PageRank problem on a much smaller network with 6108 nodes, which can significantly reduce the iteration time. Table 3 shows the experimental results of these six methods on each dataset, including the number of iterations and time cost of each method. The best result for each dataset is in bold.
Comparing Power with Jacobi, we find that the convergence rates are different for these two methods. The power method is superior to the Jacobi method for wb-cs-Stanford and Wikipedia-20070206 matrices, whereas the Jacobi method is better on the Stanford matrix. by the reordering step may offset the decrease in the size of problem solved by iterative computation.
Finally, we observe that our method is better than the power method. Due to the great reduction of the network size of PageRank problem, the time cost per iteration has been reduced significantly. Hence, although our method consists of two stages, the time for iterative computation is reduced too much such that the time for other one-off steps can be ignored. The speedup between Fast and Power is calculated by s = t p /t f , where t p and t f are the total time cost of Power and Fast. The results for three matrices are 1.50, 1.22 and 1.40 respectively.
B. FURTHER COMPARISION
Our method is a framework for fast PageRank computation, which transforms the original PageRank problem into a much smaller one. In fact, this smaller PageRank problem has flexible solutions, and many advanced methods can be applied to reduce the iteration cost, besides the power method used in the above part. For further elaboration, we conduct experiments on the same datasets in Table 1 , by combining our framework with other state-of-the-art methods including Extra, PET, In-Out, PIO, and MPIO. Meanwhile, we also implement these five methods on the whole matrices as baselines. Table 4 illustrates the experimental methods. Table 5 lists the total computation time of these methods. The best result for each dataset is in bold. Comparing with the methods directly solving problems on the whole matri- ces, we observe that methods combined with fast PageRank computation have significantly better performance. Taking MPIO for example, there are critical improvements for wb-csStanford and Wikipedia-20070206 after being combined with our framework. Even for the Stanford matrix, Fast+MPIO can also be of much less time-consuming than MPIO. Moreover, since MPIO is superior to the Power method, the Jacobi method, Extra, PET, In-Out, and PIO, Fast+MPIO obtains the best results among all methods in Table 3 and 5. Compared with the power method, it provides the speedup of about a factor of 6.69, 3.63 and 2.83 for three matrices respectively.
One point to be aware of is that, although PET outperforms Extra in Table 5 , Fast+PET is not better than Fast+Extra. The reason is related to PET method, which is designed based on the condition that copious dangling nodes exist in a network [45] . Since there are many dangling nodes in the original networks, PET is superior to Extra on the whole matrices, which is in accordance with [45] . However, when we combine PET with fast PageRank, our method transforms the original PageRank problem into a new one on a smaller network firstly. This new network contains only one dangling node, which invalidates PET. Therefore, Fast+PET becomes inferior to Fast+Extra. In order to avoid the above case, we should take the characteristics of the state-of-theart method into consideration, when combining it with our proposed framework for the better performance.
The results demonstrate that our method outperforms baselines as the extension of lumping methods. It is powerful for the PageRank computation by transforming the original problem into a smaller one. Furthermore, fast PageRank can be combined with other advanced methods for further acceleration, and is more competitive for the network whose ratio between nnz(P) and nnz (P 22 ) is much bigger.
C. APPLICATION ON CITATION NETWORK
Our method is able to contribute to the advancement of many applications, such as the citation analysis in Academia. The real paper citation network is nearly acyclic with several cycles [47] . To show the applicability of our method, we collect the data during the period January 1988 to April 2014 from the Physical Review Journals. The raw data containing 387977 papers are downloaded from the Web of Science TM Core Collection in May 2014 and trimmed by following preprocessing. We remove all papers that contain attributes of false format or incomplete content. The citations pointing to papers outside the dataset are also removed, that is, we reserve only citations from Physical Review papers to Physical Review papers. The final paper network contains 349022 nodes together with 3029754 directed edges.
To illustrate the cycles in the paper network, we achieve the network decomposition by algorithm 1. There are 174695 general unreferenced nodes and 53135 general dangling nodes, that is, there exist several cycles in this network. This process requires about 3.424 seconds. Then, we compute PageRank on the citation networks with cycles and without cycles by removing several relevant citations. Comparing these two results, we find that the top-1000 papers of two ranks are completely different. It demonstrates that removing these citations has significant effect on the final rank of papers, especially for the papers with bigger PageRank values. Hence, these citations should be considered during the PageRank computation.
Finally, we compute PageRank for the paper network with different damping factors, and six methods including Power, PIO, MPIO, Fast, Fast+PIO, and Fast+MPIO. Fig.4 shows the total time of each method. In addition to modifying the transition matrix of PageRank to overcome some possible problems, the damping factor also controls the convergence rate of the iterative computation [13] . As the damping factor increases, six methods cost much more time to compute PageRank. Moreover, Fast+MPIO has the better performance than MPIO except when the damping factor is equal to 0.15. The reason is MPIO converges so fast when d = 0.15, that the cost required by other one-off steps offsets the cost decrease of the iterative computation on the smaller network. With regard to other methods, Fast is superior to Power among all damping factors, and Fast+PIO outperforms PIO as well. Hence, our method can be a good option for the bibliometrics research in citation analysis. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fast PageRank computation method, which combines a network decomposition and a transformation of the PageRank problem. According to the decomposition resulting in one general sub-network and two sub-DAGs, we demonstrated that the original PageRank problem can be directly transformed into a smaller one by a similarity transformation. It can be regarded as lumping two sub-DAGs into two single nodes respectively. With attention to all general unreferenced nodes and general dangling nodes, our method transforms the PageRank problem into a new one as small as possible, such that largely reducing the time cost of iterative computation.
Empirical experiments on real datasets are conducted to evaluate the proposed method. The results demonstrate that fast PageRank outperforms the existing alternatives by a large margin, which provides a significant speedup compared with baselines. The efficiency of our method mainly relates to the size of two sub-DAGs, thus it would become more competitive as the size of two sub-DAGs increases. As shown in the case study on citation network, our method allows many applications to be implemented more efficiently. Furthermore, many advanced computation methods can also be embedded in our framework for further improvement.
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